
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: “Work Life” 
 
Sermon Title: “Two or More Jobs” 
 
Sermon Text: 1 Timothy 5:8; Acts 20:32-35; Esther 4:14 
 
Listener’s Journey: I want my listener to be discerning and wise about the opportunities and challenges of 
working more than one job and, as a Christ follower be open to fresh thinking about the ways our faith 
can be formed by non-religious work and non-religious work can be formed by our faith.  
 
 
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
I share these opening thoughts because while having had bi-vocational career paths in motion as a 
pastor and civic leader for years now, I continue to get strange looks when I tell people the various roles I 
am privileged to hold. And, that is so odd to me because churches are increasing led by bi-vocational 
pastors and black and Latino churches have historically had more bi-vocational pastors than full time 
pastors by a wide percentage.  
 
On top of that, the massive shifts in church attendance and widening value gap between the Baby 
Boomer Generation and the Millennials as to what they are willing to pay for with church buildings and 
pastor salaries, has created a completely new moment in American Christianity where seminary degrees 
no longer guarantee full time work for anyone regardless of your competencies, connections, cultural and 
socio-economic background. Seminaries, conservative, progressive, and everything in between are in 
trouble must re-imagine and re-invent to survive.  
 
And, churches as well.  
 
*** 
One of the topics not discussed in Paul’s bi-vocational pursuits is when jobs or institutions either come 
into conflict or have potential conflicts of interest. Making tents and starting churches is one thing. But, 
what if your second job is more complicated than making tents? My pastoral colleagues work as elected 
politicians, teachers, civic leaders, company owners, truck drivers, salespeople, real estate agents, and 
CEOs of non-profits.  
 
Recently, I came across an article in our denominational magazine titled “When Ministers Moonlight.”1 “If 
they had to pay me fulltime, our church would not exist today,” says AJ Jones, pastor of City of Hope 
Covenant Church. The article went on to cite that only 62.2% of churches in the United States have a full 
time pastor, down from 71.4% in 2010—a ten point drop in only five years. No wonder pastors cited in the 
article such as Glenn Rounseville work as a Covenant pastor, hospital chaplain, youth minister, 
bookstore clerk, jewelry maker, and handyman. Rounseville said, “If bi-vocational ministry was good 
enough for Paul, its good enough for me.” 
 
The article provides important insights into how important it is to set boundaries and ethics about having 
two or more jobs, the benefits to mission by having pastoral leaders in the marketplace, and the 
challenges of when institutions do not always align perfectly across jobs.  
 
This is a relevant topic to more than pastors, though. Every single one of us will, at some point in our 
lives, work for companies and organizations that we or some aspect of our faith don’t align. It is in 

																																																								
1 http://covenantcompanion.com/2016/05/02/when-ministers-moonlight/ (accessed 8-13-16) 



navigating these normal tensions of difference that we are invited to be an example of the kind of 
generous and empathic person who reflects the likeness of Christ. 
 
*** 
Along with Paul and several other disciples of Jesus in the first century--Joseph, Moses, The Judges 
including Debra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and Esther lived their lives in various states of multiple jobs and 
careers layered underneath their vocational themes. They did so because they recognized that they were 
being invited to something larger than themselves in a specific moment that demanded action. 
 
*** 
I will be the first to admit that it takes a certain kind of personality to navigate and juggle two or more jobs 
and if you have the choice, it may not be a good or healthy decision for a majority of people. On the other 
hand, if we are drawn either by desire or by necessity to bi-vocational pursuits it is important to recognize 
that people have done so for dozens of reasons throughout history and do so now for reasons that 
include being a faithful supporter of their families, to be a generous supporter of the mission of Christ, 
and to be available to God at a key moment in time. 
 
 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 
1. Have you ever had two or more jobs at the same time? Why? (Personal sharing) 

 
2. What do you think day to day life was like for biblical figures such as the Apostle Paul? Other biblical 

characters such as Daniel, Esther, Nehemiah. (Exploring the text) 
 
3. What are some potential challenges that you or others would face by working for more than one 

organizations/institution”? (Direct application) 
 


